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 Developed from the ground up for real-time rendering, OctaneRender™ is used by artists, designers, animators, VFX artists,
and scientists around the globe to create breathtaking visual effects, compelling simulations, and stunning virtual reality

experiences. OctaneRender™ has been selected as a 2016 Best of VR by UploadVR and as a Best VR Studio by Forbes and
Macworld. Its unified renderer has won the Grand Prize at the 2016 VRU Awards for Technical Excellence, which is awarded

annually by the Virtual Reality User Group. OctaneRender™ is powered by Arnold™, the only real-time GPU-accelerated
renderer that's free to users. OctaneRender™ is currently licensed by artists and engineers at major companies including Apple,

Adobe, Amazon, Microsoft, Sony, Intel, and Ubisoft. It is also used by studios, independent filmmakers, and virtual reality
teams as the foundation for their real-time rendering solutions. OctaneRender™ is the first and only open-source rendering

solution for real-time rendering. OctaneRender™ runs in VR and XR devices at hundreds of times the speed of regular software
rendering, but without the steep learning curve. Developed and maintained by the same OctaneRender™ community that

powers the VR industry, the OctaneRender™ renderer is the simplest way to get the most performance and visual quality in
virtual reality or augmented reality. The OctaneRender™ community includes users at every level: Artists and engineers create

the assets that fuel real-time rendering, while others use the OctaneRender™ renderer to put those assets to use. With the
OctaneRender™ renderer, artists and engineers have a free, open-source, physically correct, fast-rendering, GPU-accelerated
renderer. This document contains important information about the licensing of OctaneRender™, which is licensed under the

terms of the OctaneRender™ License Agreement, Version 1.0 (the Agreement). By using or reproducing the OctaneRender™
product (the Software), you (the Licensee) agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of the Agreement. In particular, you

acknowledge that all the rights granted in this Agreement, including the rights granted to you in sections 4 and 5 of the
Agreement, are granted to you only pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. 4.1. TERM. 4.1.1. DEFINITIONS. For the

purposes of this 82157476af
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